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TELEVISED DISCUSSION* 

SOYINKA: How do you feel about the role of Jero? An 
expression was used and I wonder if you would like to 
discuss i t. When your professor was talking about the 
play she emphasized what you might call the more 
corrupt aspect of Brother Jero , who is of course a 
very corrupt character, b ut I wonder whether you find 
any slightly more fascinating aspects of him . He is 
a rogue, yes, but how do you react to him? Do you 
think he is just bad through and through or does he 
have any redeemj_ng qualities? I am very curious to 
know how you react to him generally. 

PARTICIPAN'r : Well, I feel like he i s a rogue but he's 
sincere to a certain point. He is conceited, though 
he says he isn ' t , and that has something to do with it 
also. But I feel when he started off, when he says he · 
first came into calling , came into his o,m , he miGht 
have been sincere then , when he helped Noah, but then 
he helped his old master only to help himself . There 
are times when I think that he might be s incere ; t hen 
it all changes. 

SOYINKA: How do you react t o him, Chume? After all, 
he torments you most. 

PARTICI PANT : I look at Brother Jero kind of like you 
said; you can see some justification in the charac
ter, but then again the way he abuses people ! I , 
Chume, am so gullible and so naive I accept what he 
says , and it is very interesting to see how the other 

*KCTS/9 Television Studio, April 19 , 1973. The 
discussion followed a scene f rom The Trials of Brother 
Jero, presented by students of the University of 
Washington School of Dr.ama. 
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characters are played, like myself and other villa
ger s, how they readily accept him as the chosen 
prophet and don't question too much. I t' s really 
curious . 

SOYINKA: I have a feeling that you are taking him a 
little too seriously . Does anyone have a lighter 
view of Jero? 

PARTICIPANT: In the first place, he is a man who 
survives, and he doesn't seem t o have excuses for 
f ailure . Everybody else has a tendency to f ind lots 
of reasons for failing. No matter what happens, he 
adapts . He doesn't s eem to say, "Who am I," or "My 
life is sad," or "All these misfortunes have stopped 
me." He'll give his l ittle spiel, but then he runs 
back on and lives, and he is a very live person. 
Even in a shallow way, he's still alive, he bubbles. 

SOYINKA: What of this society he r epresents? Do you 
find him a creature of this society , a representative 
of t hat society? What feeling do you get about a_ 
societ y which has produced and nourished and maybe 
deserves Brother Jero? 

PARTICIPANT: I would say that such a society is 
based around the fact that they need certain crutches. 
In other words, they are using Jero for a crutch. 
Chume defini tely uses Jero for a crutch because the 
game Jero is running down , you could see through it 
if you wanted to, but he doesn ' t want to really . He 
wants to see Jero as something of a prophet so he can 
feel that t here is such a thing. In other words, he 
wants to make his life somewhat easier or more bear
able one might say. 

SOYINKA: I must stop asking you questions; perhaps 
you have questions to ask me. 

PARTICIPANT: I was wondering--there is one part in 
the play where he says "strange dissatisfied people. 
I know because I keep them dissatis.fied. " Well , it 
seems like somebody should be able to see through him 



and see what he is doing; and I'm still at a loss by 
that. I don't really follow that. It seems like the 
whole population is just dummies. 

SOYINKA: He is obviously more intelligent than the 
people around him for a start, and it's just that he 
using his genius in a rather warped manner. When you 
say that people don't see through him, I think it is 
simply because he is a warped genius. 

PARTICIPANT: But isn't he a lot worse than that? 
I can see how if the play just ended with him beat
ing his wife you could say that he is a harmful, fun 
rogue, but he does some pretty rotten things at the 
end, doesn't he? 

SOYINKA: When he has Chume certified, this is the 
survivalist i nstinct again in Jero. Now, don't mis
understand me. All I am saying is this: you see I 
am trying to find, discover whether you find in him 
a certain dimension. In fact , when I was talking 
about a different dimension , I wasn't talking about 
social justification; I wasn't talking about any 
excuses at all. I was thinking about you as theater 
people, whether you find him a likeable, theatrical 
character. This is really what I am trying to dis
cover. In other words, do you really enjoy playing 
Jero? 

PARTICIPANTS: Yes, definitely. Jero i s t he type of 
character that is a very sti mulating force, and he 
is very vibrant and very sure of himself. He doesn't 
make any mistakes; he knows he has his game together. 
And you know it is the type of play that is very in
teresting to watch. 

PARTICIPANT : He reminds me of a lot of renowned 
preachers-well , maybe not renowned-but am I allowed 
to call any names? Well, anyway , there are a lot of 
preachers who go on the pretense that they are r eally 
into God and that this is the way, and they wil l do 
this for you if you pay. I know a l ot of preachers 
are like that and he kind of typifies that to me. 



PARTICIPANT : Jero's really a pretty good businessman 
because he has the young- ladies at his disposal that 
he can visit on the beach. He has everybody believ
ing that he lives on the beach and he seems like he 
might even have all the traders trained so that he 
can get his supplies when he needs them and not be 
expected to pay back until he runs into Arnope. So I 
think that he can also be considered the typical 
businessman of today that rips off a lot of people. 
He has a nice setup, everyone respects him, he pro
vides entertainment and enjoyment for the people when 
they have their spiritual times at night. So I think 
there is a need for a person like him because I think 
that people are so weak, they are all followers. They 
need a leader like him to lead them. So he's usually 
someone that rips them off. 

SOYINKA: I noticed that you got very much into the 
part of Arnope. You seemed t o fall, you find no 
difficulty at all in . ... [laughter] 

PARTICIPANT: Are you trying to say t hat I 'm a 
natural-I was type cast! 

SOYINKA: No, I was wondering whether you r eally . . 
because it was even more than mer ely being shrewish. 
You seemed to have found a very beauti ful natural 
rhythm for that role. A few more gestures and I 
could really have mistaken you for a real market 
tough who goes around collecting debts. Did you have · 
any model for this or did you bring it out of your
self? 

PARTICIPANT: Naturally I didn't bring it out of my
self. But actually, I think that a lot of black 
women are like this i n America by way of force be
cause the bl ack man has been ripped off so much that 
he's had a hard time maintaining himself until t he 
last f ew years. He hasn't ev en been given the tools; 
he's just been told to go out, do his thing and pull 
himself up, while t he wife has always had to main
tain the homefront. She feels like she has to pro
tect him from making his own mistakes , not letting 
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him live his own life, and I see this a lot in a lot 
of black ft.merican women, although it is changing. 
What do you think of Amope? Does she reflect some 
idea that you have of women? 

SOYINKA: That is taken straight from women I know in 
my society. My own mother, for instance, was a 
terror. Not by nature, but she was a trader, and I 
know that even she, who was a rather gentle person, 
when she got fed up and she wanted to collect her 
debts from her customers-it is no joke-suddenly she 
was transformed. I think most of our, what you might 
call petty-trader character, is very strong in a lot 
of our women. They are not quite as downtrodden as 
some people will have the world believe in these days 
of women's revolution. They know how to handle them-

· selves. 
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_QUESTIONS 

WOLE son:NK.A 

I'll. read soml''s traight foreward l;yrical verses which I wrote while I was sort of 
sometime . 

a guest of my government for/ I selected this one because it begins with a.~ 

imagery which has always appealed to me tremendously. I said in my other lecture 

that I have a phobia for pop nmsicians . Now this will qualify that statement 

and indicate that I distinguish between that which I call pop--deliberately 
a 

commercial and tawdry· music-and that which sprin{;s from ~ genuine poetic 

feeling. I found myself borrowing a pbr-lse, a kind of metaphor, a plaint of loss, 
dissociation. 

anguished~ :>:a.mt Literally the whole of a series which I called prisonettes 

stemmed from the r~ollection of this phrase, the haunting quality of 

it, when I was, as I said, in that place. It also acknowled.;es a debt since I'm 
your 

so critical of ~ society. !i!~:l§:Jl..~J.i.::sx:~:x~~~JQY~t::xwnlfelfXJf:t.:wrrm:tx:~.lfi0M;1'~~.xx 

U'C~~ It's called "Flm-rers for r'Iy Land. n 

From a distant· 
Shore they cry, 'lhere 
.A:r:e all the flowers Gone'? 
I cannot tell 
The gardens here are furrowed still a...~d bar~. 

Dea th alike . 
We sow. Each novel horror 
Whets inhu.Ban appetites 
I do not 
Dare to think these bones will blcom tomorrow 

Garlands 
Of s_caven;-ers weigh 
Heavy on hu.ma.~ breasts 
Such 
.A:r:e flowers t hat fill the garden of decay 

Seeli:ing: 
Voices of rain ·in sunshine 
Blue kites on ivory-cloud 
Towers 
Smell of passing hands on mountain flowers 

I saw: 
Four steel kites, riders 

-On shrouded towers 
Do you think 
Their arms are spread to·scatter mountain flowers? 

0 
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Seeking: Truth 
Seeds split and browse 
In ordure, corruption. From 
:Beds of worms 
Ivory towers uphold the charnel-house 

I know 
Of flowers unseen, and they 
Distil beatific dawns 
But tares 
Withhold possession of our mangled lawns 

Visions pall 
Realities invade 
Our innermost sanctuaries 
Oil erupts 
Upon the altar, casts an evil shade 

Hooded hands 
Knock upon our doors 
We say, let them have place 
And offer . 
Ours in hope to make a common cause 

It cannot be! 
Hands of slang, fingers 
Of spike, they press to full 
Possession. 

· Creepers, climbers thrive beneath their rule 

Slogans 
Louder than enpty barrels 
And more barren, a rattle 
In cups of beg-~ry . 
Monkeys in livery dance to barrel organs 

Break who can 
The yet encroaching ring 
Their ha.~ds are tainted, their breath 
Withers all 
They feed their t houghts upon the bounty of death 

I traced 
A dew-lane on the su.~
flower leaf; a hailstone 
Burning, blew 
A trap-door on my lane for falling through 

These buds 
That burst upon our prayers 
Diffuse an equal essence 
Will for ill 
As others their atomic efflorescence 

Alienates 
Of heart from land, outcasts 
Of t oadstool blooms, the coral 
Is a grim 
Historic flower, a now and future moral 
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Come, let us 
With that mangled kind 
Make pact, no less 
Against the lesser 
Leagues of death, and mutilators of the mind. 

Take Justice 
In your hands who can 
Or dare. Insensate sword 
Of Power 
Outherods Herod and the law's outlawed 

Sun-beacons 
On every darkened shore 
Orphans of the •.w!.'ld 
Ignite! Draw 
Your fuel of pain from earth's sated core. 

k_ That will do, I think to start with. Now,comments, talk; don't feel that you 
l 

::::~- ---have to ask q_uestionJ you can make just comments. 

Q. Do your brothers in Africa feel that way. Are their souls that crushed? 

A. Well, since it came from an experience which was not personal, the feeling, 

C-- the rapport with that experience was personally felt and corresponded to some 

extent to ~ I was when I was writing it, but the experience from which it 

(. .. - came certainly u.ffected millions of people, millions. So whether they articulated 

c -· -- this or noi; and it has been articulated by ma.'1y in songs, is l ess important. 

It just occurred to me maybe I S?ould balance that by reading something else. 

Yes, I just realized it was a veriJtheayy poem. I was thinking more in the terms of neme . 

borrowed imagery than the actual~- Let me read to you "And What of It if Thus 
rn of the same reality. 

He Died. 11 This was a r.:Ji1$'t:te:nxi?J:Jl'.:iq.Jia.~ It represents a very different mood, 
. this 

a very different CD ndi tion of mind, and I was thinking ~-e time of Victor Banjo who 

was the military leader of the Third Hov·ement which tried to break away from the 

secessionist~principle and at the same time repudiate _the Central Government in Lagos 
you 

which was, whether ¥/1l iked it or not, founded on a certain genocidal event. And 

Victor Banjo was one of the leaders of the Third Hovement which tried to find a more 

ideological basis for reconstructing the entire society and oblite~ating the 

tribi alistic lines which formed the ori6i nal context of that war. The movement 
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lost; a number or· the leaders were executed by Biafra, including Victor Banjo himself 

and others on the Biafran1 side. In other words, this Third Noveoent got caught 

between the two because it set out to repudiate the two aspects. While it accepted 

the moral justification of Biafran secessic~, it felt that this was the wrong political 

action, but at the same time it could not accept or condone the~ moral basis, that is 

the non moral basis or the non ideological basis of the governmrat in Lagos. 
third 

was the ~st force, and Victor Banjo lost 
first 

his life with a number of others. 

" 

So this 

When 

I came out, I thirL~ I ~aePq;IDs,l drafted it shortly after the event of the death of 
Victor Banjo, 
~e¥~s0If, a..YJ.d I thouglt'I 'd 

re1.r1Ti te 
~tl±mg- it 

·.And What of It If . Thus Re Died? · 

for Victor Banjo 
And for Geor5e Jackson 
And All , ~lil , All 

Not that he loved sun.rise less 
But truly, as l cve ' s caress 

; 

Whose crav~n~ must to spring devices lead. 

Nor deaf nor blind lived he 
To beauty 's promse, to laucnter 
In light hours, but tnese he soucht 
To seal and to perpetuate 
Upon the face of dearth. 

Knowledge was not a golde::1. plate 
For feasts at the board cf privilege 

-But a trowel 12.id to deep fou.-ri.dations 
In sighted fingers of a master mason. 

They ·said unto him, Be still 
While winds of terror tore out shutte;;::s 
Of his neic::;hbour's hoine. 

Beyond their '.·12.lls to irisula te 
He felt his eyelids shrivel 
In fires of rapine. The wrongs of day 
And cries of night burnt red fissures 
In cha.~bers of his mind. 

And so he set upon the quest 
Seekinz that whose plenitude 
Would answer calls of hate and terror • 

. He looked with loncin0 
To the lay of ocean pastures 
Sou5ht to harness their unbidden dep~hs , 

To measure the wind for symmetrJ 

a l:ttle bit to make it less localized. 
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./1..nd on the wheel of earth to place 
A compass for bewildered minds 

I 

He wondered in a treasure-house 
Of' inward prizes, strove to brine 
Fleeting messa.;-es of tine 
To tall expressions, to cra.~ite arches 
Spanned across landslides of the past 

Even in the blind spoliation, 2::llidst 
Even the harryin;- of flaces, he wished 
To regulate the t"J.rn of hours 

He lit the torch to a summons 
Of' the gTeaj; procession--ar.d,wnat of it? 
What of it if thus he died 
Burnt offerinG on the altar of fears? 

Q. vlhat are you referring to by "the great procession"? 

A. That's any procession, It means per'.".ap:,;to use the cor:i.mon parlance;\revolution)-1 

any movement towards chan,~. o.ny action which tried to move away from stagnation and 

retrogression. I .:. I\\ t 
l, s grea. 

JI 
procession, with the emphasis on the great ....... ~s. sion, 

__.) 

it's a mass procession. 

Q. You seem to wear three caps: the poet, playwright, and novelist. Is there any conflict 
between the three? .bd ',1hicn do :rou prefer? 

A. Yes, well there were oore than three caps. One which you omitted to mention is 

that first and foreQost I wear the cap of a human being. And, therefore, the other 

caps are really vary minor, you lmow, rain covers, sun shields and things like that. 

In other words 

") happens that I 

I _don't· distinguish between these various for.ns of expr~ss.io.n. It so 
f ormats belong· t o 

don't think I deliberately set.out to seek which~tiiE:.SK~X 

particular events, or particular statement& e&:roep:tcxtro::~xx~tXliIBxs~ In a dire 

poli.tical confrontation~x~ let us say I'r::i working at the time intimately 

with an actin5 company~rite political sketches, you know, social commen~ 
as a ~h~ statement but as 

because this operates on two levels ,not serely m/ it means a physical, human confrontatior-

with what one might call the retrogressive forces~ ~~ty In a situation where 

I want to make a very direct and irr.,~ediate statement related to a situation which might 

disappear or be foreotten or be allowed to be for0otten, allowed to slide and become 

calcified by default, if I'm in that sort of.situa tion, then I know I must find a 

medium which speaks very directly, veriJ irunediately, and also represents a human 
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confrontation. So, in such a sit-uation I think I'm conscious of what form I'm using, 

bu~ otherwise I don't thirL~ I work out a form in adva..~ce . I think the theme, the 

oo~asion, sort of brin~s out the forn ~ it opf erates through. I don't find any contradictio~, 

or any stress, any strain between one form or another. 

Q. Axe 

A. Oh, 

you a compulsive writer? 
I, ,n~!.t--} 

defi~tely / (I.._ don't feel compelled. In fact I'm basically a very lazy person. 

I'd rather nothing ever hit me. I'd sooner be doing many other things most of the time. 

I've read about writers who must write so many pages a day,and I envy them. But I can't. 

Q. You seemed to object in your lecture to Brecht's concept of the theater. Would 

you comment on that furthrr. 

A. I'm glad you asked that because it seems there was a -misunderstanding there. I did 

not raise any objections at all to Brecht's idea of revolu~ionary theater. No, I was 
....... , 

very anxious to relate drama and theater to the actual practice of theater, to the 

resources of the ,eople, whether it's mental or material resources, and to the 

political situation. I was trying to point out that very often what we consider poor 

proletarian theater is not proletarian theater, and I pointed ,out an example of the 

fact that someBof precht's plays, for instance, are rehearsed for about a year and a 
. erliner 

r:" rehearses 
half ~-~he ::fu~bng:En.semble/ until ever-J single action, motion, every single gesture is 

worked out to a level of breath-taking perfection. It's really incredible to watch 

this, and it's beautiful to see, but I'm suggestiong that the logistics of organizing 

_this particular t~ng is not exactly proletarian theater, even though the theme of the 

theater, the subject, the attitude, the didacticism, the message which is delivered is 

very strongly socialist. Never ihe less, it is not proletari2.11 theater, not with the 

~==-~~~ . ~ lli~er.ible anyway. 

Which of your plays do you consider the most proletari2.11 ,of the ones which 
Q. have been performed in lTigeria? . 

A. Of my plays? Oh, I think I shouldn't really be the one to answer that question 

because it is a very difficult question 1 operatin0 as I have done much of the time in 

an academic atmosphere. Then the purpose of a production is more than merely 

co!Illl1Uilicating to or entering into a rapport with the audience. There are so many 
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other purposes involved. It becomes a teaching vehicle. I could be emphasising for 
themes . 

my students and for maybe a special theater workshop certain~. Therefore, the 

purposes of that particular production go beyond even the direct confrontation with 

an audience. So I ca.rt'not speak in terms of a play, and that I s why I keep pointing 

out the fact that in these discussions I am trying to get beyond the mere ~Q.;; g,() ideas in 

the plays to what actually happens. And that includes the sweat, the mechanics, the 
5Ti tty 

organization, the ~t details, because theater to be part of a people has got to 

include all these other details. It isn't merely the ~~M text. 

Q. Do you have any desire to take your plays to the rural people in ·Nigeria? 

A. First of all my plays have been done in this sort of atmosphere. I ·toured 

with a very small improvisational compa.~y into the hinterlands of the country and 

we used whatever has been available at the t.ir::e. With Brother Jero, the political 
and 

sketches I spoke of ,/:Ehe Lio::-i and the J e·:el, I went through the same experience. 
( because of 

Even though it was in English, it didn't matter at alf/ the way it was done. In fact 

I think that it had a·greater success i~ the rural areas than on the formal stages 
~ometimes I remember a bad ex erience in on~of tho~/ 

where ,we got'/ trapped. /ft was mainly my fault ae I; / t,rying to use every single thing 
ev.9-..lved ~ 

which happened, which eris'1w in the theater, and it wasn't such a good production. 

c~z~ 
So it depends entirely on the play, the circunstances ,rpmd things like that. In any 

for tours like that improvizational 
case, /one wo always choose the sort of play which would lend itself tc/ treatmentJa'Ild:: 

Jofl·ijO ~:;j©fil~ short sketches which are verJ topical and relate immediately to the 
and fue ~m~ 

peoples /.,1hat _ you might calil eternal comedies, like The Lien and t he J ewel, Jlflfim:HL 
of · 

existed~ thousand>~rs ago and will exist in a thousand years time. These obviously 

are natural choices for situations like that. 

Q. When you write do you have any particular audience in mind? 

A. Well, again, when I write I make this distinction about the political sketches 

because this relates to a particular moment, a time, a people, some villians, some 
allies, of events. 

~d::iq: some converts whom one is aimin6 at. I'm very direct and very consciousfa Each 

performance chances from day to day. I 
Every single sketch never is the sane, iis' i nterlaced 

with what has happened i n the las t 24 hours. But otherwise when I am wr i t ing I I m no t 

aware tha t I think of a particular audience. I t hi nk t hat l ike mos t wri ter s I have this 
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basic cre~tive arrogance and believe that there must be a thousand people around that 

are on the same wave length and who will not make a publisher go bankrupt by putting 

the stuff into print. I think it is that sort of feeling which gives ~writers the 

nervec{to wri te . 

Q. How familiar are you and other West Africans with Halgreb writing? 

A. Not very much. In fact the process is just beginning. There has been this 

most a.rmoying historical situation in which m?st of the Halgreb area has been French 
· communication 

. speaking. But the~-~ is beginning. It began in fact, curiously enough, 

.with the cinema. You lmow the cineI:J.a was the first to penetrate, even before the 

theater and the poetry. And you now have Black African Theater being translated 
The Arabic into French, French 

into and published in Arabic magazines and vice versa. ~\nd via this tortuous process 
into English etc.--a tortuous process which how..rver is beginni:p~ to end the l ong 

~ Gffe'oo~'l{J:-Nl~~x~~'fflP..XXXJOM'.m;·~~~.t:l'r~~_x;f:t;Jt:sx~ali..y,cx 
mutual isolation. 

a'C~~fJl}:::l}®"'{Jsli~:Jg}t::§'<'.:~~::...'fil§C}fia~§(~:X: 

Q. What is the function of the albino in your works? 

there is -
A. Do you know the nlay The Road? In The Road/a certain essence a of 

- - in ·· -- -- ~fine it as __,,, 
human consciousne~ x~rl:ice-~..c~ · Yoruba metaphysics/ the a r ea of tra:rb.si tion which 

happens to be so:raet1:ing which occupied me. Yorul:ia metaphysics holds the view of there 

beine three major areas of existence. What you might call the traditional Yourba 
with of thy 

sensibility is constantly in touch /and aware~ these three. It's~world of the 

unborn, the world of the dead, and the world of the living. There is a mutual 

correspondence between these three areas. But I believe there is also a fourth which 

is not,~ say, ro "'de con~ausc I ::n,-'G-e-ga-.i-z.e-::.tt . It is not made obviuusly 

concrete by the rituals, by the philosophy that is articulated by the Ifa priests. 
' of 

This is t~e fourth area;~\ the area ]:x«a::t:i:x±he transition. ::&wc:m..e · .It is the 

~lm, the area of the really dark forces, the really dark spirits, and it also 
stressive 

the/ area of the human will. So ma.~y physical symbols keep cropping up as an expression 

of this area of tr2.11sition. Now one of them for me is the albino.. He is a kind of 

a twilieht c r eature, the albino, and I 

very early, from childhood, maybe as a 

entered into a feeling with the albino personality 
having rap~ 

result of knowing and ~~life[ with them. 
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J{;mtl/this feeling of them not being quite of this world; they can't see very 

much in daylight, they see better in the darlmess; they're very fragile; you 

feel that if you hold them they'll dissolve in your hands; And I think it 

is this which creeps into The Inter"'Jret~~.s you have rightly observed. 

It's a kind of spillover of this feeling[~ the n'.l.lllinous area of transition ~ 

Q. How does the albino relate to the idiot in 

there certain beings like albinos and i ·diots which 

the·mythology? Aren't 

~ 
are ~ce, lam deities? 

A. Yes, they are, inleed. In most traditional culture the halfwit is 

not really considered a sick person. There is always the feeling that he has 

a certain area of awareness, of consciousness which is closed to the normal 

human beingo The abiku - is another. This is the myth of infant mortality. 
in 

We believe that the sa.I!le child who dies is rebornf-the same mother, keeps coning 

back, and, · therefore, because it consta..'ltly passes through -';~1is area of 
. (liv~ng 

transition, through the unborn to the--/world, from the living world to the 

dead, and makes this journey over and over again, that he acquires a certain 

honing of his psychic essence. The idiot also happens to be in YQrubamytholo6J 

a creation of the god Obatala, that is the god of creation. And the myth is that ~e 
was 

/ like most of .these deities, you know, pre:t;ty strong on the drink, and he got . 
mouldinL3' 

drunk while~ forms, human forms. He made some imperfect ones, thereby 

creating the cripple, the al~ino, the half-wit and so on. Therefore, these are 

respected in society because it is understood that they are evidence of the 

moment of weakness of a god. But they also, for me especially in my own private 

mythology and also for lots of Yorul:5a people, they represent this area of 

transitio~ since they have to breach or cross this Qllf over and over again , 

more than other people. 

Q. Is the cripple as important as the others in Yoruba .mythology? I'm won.ie!.'i::C 

about your use of t he cripple in T·> dr::c:r. and Snecialists . 
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A. Yes, but in this instance I would say that there is less mytholog-J. 
a 

It is far more physical, almost/ medical and political fact. The cripple here 

respresents the mental cripple, the war cripple, the really disassociated 
{ in the pla_U 

personality in modern contemporarJ terms. The aspect of mytho'Iogy'/~is a 

different one. It is merely part of the ritualistic consciousness which always t~e e::_t_~i~ 
wants to earth, ~princip1s of society, of human relationship to 

eternal ones, as represented by the curative earth mothers. I think that 

is the aspect -~f mythology. 

Q. Is there really any evidence that these abnormal people are more 

gifted? 

A. Oh, there's no question of that. They come out with sudden remarkable 

statements which actually can be ur.d~rstood even in modern nedical terms, if 

one wants to use that fra.'Tl.e of reference. I remember the:£.o •• as a study of the 
c~ 
--a:distic child I was looking at not so' long ago. For the first time ;.n t=:x decades 

aut~ 
~ the problem of trying to penetrate the internal world of thefffl~~ 

child was taken seriously by medical science. In this study they referred to 

this child who used to sit for hours just looking at a wall. Finally it was 

possible to . penetrate into him a.'1d ask, "Why do you sit there, looking at the 

wall all of the time?" .And. he said, "I'm watching the wallpaper dancing, making 

patterns, moving out a.'1d going back in. 11 He used to sit for hours apparently, 

and he was supposed to be ill, but in actual fact he was studying the wall. 

He said with great intensity, 11They make patterns, they dance beautifully, and 
(_ out 

they come out, and they settle in, and t-hey tu_--rn themselves insid~'.n So that 

the .Yoruba curative wise man, you 1:mow the medicine man, recogni zes also that 

there is a certain internal world. He does not articulate it in those terms; 

he has probably never, for all I know, tried to find out from the child. 

Perhaps he has; we don't know as there are no case histories in the European 

sense that we can look up, but the fact -is tha t he unders tands intuitively 

tha t the child has a certain world which contains its own complete locic. 

• -- ~ - - -, _·-· · - - .!.J.. .! _ ___ ..1. 'L - - £' .. , .L_ _ ..L., __ ., ___ _____________ .!.1.. __ ,__ _ _ •• .- .Li... ..... ,..,, , ,..,. , ., ,.... ~ 
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to exist in this world. 

Q. Do children ever function as oracles? 

A. Yes, there are several like that. Children who from very early childhood 

display these gifts, this strange awareness and who are close to the so-called 

normal people, they go off in very different directions. They can be ~arked 

and selected from childhood to become apprentices of the oracle, the priest, 

acolytes in a shrine. It can be disccvered that because of certain things 

they say, certain things they io, certain attachments they have to symbols, to 

artifacts~ fetishes if you like, which are associated with certain.deitie~~ 

it can be recognized that they are attached, that they are claimed by that deity, 
l o~ 

in which case they are brought up in the process of learning all of the/'P"'.l1!$. 
the/ and / · · 

~myths, Jifflle principles~( ·,v0rship of the deity. On the other han<;;in 

modern times since the advent of Christianity, you can find the same signs in 
it 

a child, but~ iL /comes let us say from a family who is beginning to ©e lean 

towards the Fundamentalist Churc!;,~nd you find a child of about three~ 

E1ndowed with ~~in mantic powers, it is claimed that that child is a prophet . 

Before you know where you are, he is hollering like mad, you lrnow, and. prophe"sying buy . 
~this time in purely Christian terms. Not purely Christian terms, but 

rather Fundamentalist Christian terms. I think you know the phenomenon here . 

So it depends entirely in which frame of ref erence the child is in. I 

beli~ve that the phenomenon does not belong to any particular society. It is 

only the mytholog-Jical fra.~e of references, the metaphysical beliefs of that 

particular community which decides which way the child goes. 
·-::::---____ 

Q. Is the- mytholo;:;y throughout West Africa comparable?· 

-;: Yes , $e>~)Q§~ W~™-wc~oooru:mic:~m<1·~,o~~ru:::b:ixa:~ax:EJT.endktp~ The 

thing to re~ember is t hat most of these are basically nature myths. They. nave 

to do with the cycle of birth, r enewal, death, p~rgation, passace, trial, journey, 

all of the various patterns which we reco;nize, even in European mytholoCY; 

very basic hurnan cycl es of exi s t ence . For ins tance there is t he earth coddess 

r 
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of the Igbo1, Ala, which has for its symbol three sort of mounds, and even 

though there is no real earth goddess we Yorubas have Ile which is the earth 
fullv 

god. But there isn't a~( corresponding goddess to Ala for the Yourba. 
and /.. 

There is one, wt/ though i~ isn't the saoe thin6 it embodies the same p=inciple 
aeai n 

of procrea. tion, fertility. There . is Ikenga fril:.;:i:mdIDi!ll which is more a cult 

~ ~ than a diety among theigbo~ the cult of/ ~ strength, /?~~~ 
deit y 

We don't have that in Yoruba. On the other hand, we have the JGt~ of 0£Ull 
, brute force 

which is the principle of warband at the same time creativity. This god is 

a cycle, the complete cycle of destruction 
havy

overlap in many ways, but they~ / not the 

and creativity. These things sort of 

same tt,; 5' precise significances. 

I wonder what you've found retained of the Yourba traditions in the 

Americas? 
bembes .in Cuba--i n Brazil the name is candomble. 

A. I attended a few ~q::A;?;, {~,t,o\ir,sc~mriY..irucJ6ra:zii,; 

Of course, there .are enormou~ changes, the 

syncretic process has been go ins on now for hundreds ~ ears . a.rid the Roman 
can case of 

But I / tell you that in the ;()gun Catholic Saints have been completely merged. 
~d~ 

~he far more potent force of Africa.r.f~ is what ¢ predominatE&. So 
in the bembe the symbols of 

Xf~ x~ ~ ~~~~ffi'9CY~'ffllffi5C of Saint Anthony, :tibc::sbs,one~xhl:xe:x 
OQlll are more evident. . ~ 

~ ¾/8.lfi!lm~~.· At first I ~·:as~ flabbergasted to find the li iu ..:-57i~ 
preserved. Even 

· ~ priest in this particular case did not mow the meaning of the words, 

he had the whole liture,7, with chan;;es of course .in the pronounciation and 

in~ transcription. But the basic liturgy was there and recognizable ~ 

Ogun's praise songs, t he rhythm also, the drum, the actual pattern of the 

drumming was the Ogun rhythm. I .found it so exciting that we all ended up 
a l so . 

dancing. It is/more tinselly; you find Ogun decorated with silver foil paper, 

and one cannot help t hat. But there's no question at all ·~.or the force of 

the . Yoruba.religions • . Oya a..'1d Oshu'.'.1, are the other shrines which I went 
in Cuba Shango 

to /but without seeing the ceremony. ~ was another very strong one 
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in Cuba. It really was an incredible survival, and I understand it is even 

more so in Brazil. 

Q. Is there a . . -f;rad.i tional ,Ypruba theater which is an extension of 

storytelling? 

A. I object to this idea of linking traditional theater with the expansion 

of storytelling. Storytelling is one form of activity, theater is~ 

different and stems from very different roots and occupies or utilizes very 
It must be admitted however that both forms do merg~. 

different forns. / But there is traditional.theater, both secular and sacred. 

They take many forms. Also there is what you might call a repeftory of legendary 

t~~ty! such 

ffl'o/ reenacted 

histories of the Rivers people. One example from the Rivers State 
as the/~~:s,u~~~±:om:xi:sn~~x 

every two years. It is a very elaborate one, and it occupies 

five continuous days of play enactment. This is legendary theater; it merely 

recounts and reenacts the legend of a,~f tha~ area who was transformed 

into a deity, a water deity, and there are many like that all over the countriJ. 

Q. What de you think of writers like Pinter and the absurdist .school of 
dramatists? 

·A• I lmow their plays very well. I Im even ow some of them directly, but 

I find no subjective attachment to them. 

often. 
I admire their craftsmanship veriJ 

Q. Do ~ou thin.~ you are hard on Black .Americans? I'm thinking about the 

American Joe, Joe Golder, in -~ Inter··J:re.ter~ . 

A. No, I don 
I 
t think so. it,. i !Yau It I wouldn I t agree that I was hard. 

Al though in the bec;inning there was some · · d 
Km of_shall we say a searchlie-ht bearins 

on him as a character, I think after his disaster, catastrophe, tragedy, 

whatever you like (and I reIJember this because I ,,,as , conscious of it), I found · 

myself in very great sympathy with his predicament. 
And, ar:;ain I haven't read 

this book for ages, I think when he was singin-?" his Ne;-::-ro 
'-" - spiritual I acknowledged 

in the wri tine; the fact of a ~eat an=·i· sh · · d 
e,... o"' ir1s1 e of him which is, I think , the 

greatest sympathy one cane f xpress or any other hu.~an being. Eut he is 
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representative of a certain type of unthinkin5 superficiality, and he 

represented actually the kind of J1ack American who used to come to Africa at 

one time. That's cha.need completely now, but it was true up to even 1963 and 

64. One doctor was different from the Joe Golder typ~I want to give you 

an example of what we used to put up with in those days. This doctor came to 

Nigeria and gave interviews in which he said. that he didn't 

understand what fuss people were making about the Negro problem in America; 

he was a doctor, and he'd made it, a.~d there was opportunity for Black people woo, 

you lmow, who worked hard, and who just didn't whine and so on. I remember 

getting a friend of mine on the television in Ibadan to invite him for an 

interview.! ~-...,....,..-- .And I think the State Department 

must have warned him in advance because he chickened out at the last moment. 

We were waiting there just to have a chat with him about these statements. I 

think they had to put on .:h iove ~ ins"-tvad that night. 

·Really, Africa W?,S flooded by all types of Black Americans. 

... . ·- . ;.. __ ..: . . ·. 

Some of 

them had a genuine desire to relate to Africa, but they becaL,e literally like 

white colonialists. If we didn't dance in~ raffia they felt that we were not 

being African. It was a natura~ understandable, historica~ thing, but it was 

not easy on those of us who were waiting to welcome brothers froo·the IJ:taspora. 

But as I said, that's a very old picture and that book was ....... wri 1., ... en ages ago. 

Q. Have· you been · involved 
that is, 

with any films? 

A. No,/I hope that I have not made any movie which is widel y distributed. 

I -have been involved in one or two cinena disas t ers, and I just hope they are 

not widely distributed. 

Q. Do you find the film a more difficult a:.:-t form than others and wuuld 

you comment on the state of film producing in Africa? 

A. It is more difficult in this sense: · it's a far more complicated 

art vhich depends very much on the proficiency of a number of people on the . 

technical level. African cinema has suffered from the same kind of colonial 

imposition as other art forms. Although I must qualify this; it is really 

not so much an imposition as an acceptance by Africa.~s. The French cinema 

school, that is the francophone cinema school , was the first to start in 
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Africa, and unfo·rtuna.tely it did not concern itself with producing really good 

faithful pictures which stem from the imagination of the creators. 
itself as 

It was 

more concerned with trying to establish/the French. In other words it 

became or wanted to be a part of the French culture, 
~ 

and i~ therefore,(~d 

to establish in francophone Africa a kind of French New Wave cinema. It 

became preoccupied with problems of style and imitati,~ness instead of getting 
. r ea l 

along with the/business. 
~ into 

~ :::; -·· _ the .anglophones, whe!n they came 0000 the field, wanted 

very much to capture what Hollywood had been jettisoning. It is very strange, 

the contrast between the two. I have sat th:t"ough hours as a member of the 

film jury both in Dakar and Tunisia just (SC}ing through film upon film 

which either was i:i the worst Hollywood taste or was a cheap unimaginative 

pastiche of th:: French :New wave, such as ~ast'Year at Ma:itti enbad or Hiroshima 

Hon Amour, but without the kind of historical accumulation which worked on 

these creators to use that particular form and to make that particular 
. , action was no -' 

statement. So it was just idiotic. And, unfortunately, the~~~~»~ 

better in the anrrlophone simply because the producers attach themselves to 
produc~ 

so~e American principle of film producing in which the ~/could lift the 
Or, 

entire footage and say O.K., I'~ going to get a new editor; / I don't like the 

way you are shootin~ this; I want Americans to be able to understand this film. 

So by the time he is .finished, he's gone through about five editors. Sto~kholn, 

Americ':/ London, back 2.z;cii n to America you know that kind of thing. Simply 
. themselves / 

because the producer and the producing company in West Africa ha~ gotf~ 

enthralled to the monied interest. So there have been difficulties both on 

the technoloGi,cal level, ·the co~.mercial details, necessities, the amaturishness 
genuine 

of some of the techniques, but also some /problems. 
-

But I don't think the 

cinema form is alien to the African creative instinct. If we can learn from 

past mistakes maybe in the next five years we will see an attempt from ~'..frica 

to obliterate Shaft n.nd Company. 
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~. What are the revolutionary qualities of drama? . How does the revolution 

work within one person, especially in.black .American theater? 

A. First of all I believe implicii.tly that any work of art which opens 
t he 

out the horizons of the human mind, /hW!lan intellect is.by its very nature a 

force for chan~e, a medium for change. In the black community here, theater· can 
re-educa t ing 

be used and has been used as a~~ process. It has been used as a form of 

p~rgation~ it has been used cathartically; it has been used to make the A;-1ack man 

in this society work out his historical experience c:.Q literally purge himself at 

the altar of self-realization. This is one use to which it can be put. The 

other use, the other revolutionary use,:may be far less overt, far less didactic, 
J 

and less self conscious. It has to do very simply with op-oning up the sensibilities 

·of the /Black man not merely towards ~ ver-J pr.ofouI1d and fundamental truths 
( h i m, as in 

" of his origin that is in Africa, bQ:x:fx in suddenly openingi'~ the example which 

I quoted in WY speech--the introduction of Oshvn worship into a production in 

- ~ Ha.rlerrr-;11ew eX})eriences. This worship was put there not for its ovm sake, not as 

a piece of exotica but simply as a means of making the audience question an 

identity which was taken for so long for granted, -suddenly o:penin~ the audience 

up to a new.existence, a new scale of values, a new self submission, a communal 

rapport. By making the audience or a member of the audience go through this process, 
af fects 

a reawakenine; has begun in the individual which in turn ~ his attitude to 

the external social realities. This f c~ me is a revoluti onary purpose. Finally 
revolutionary \·then it awakeY1s 

and most impor tantly, theater is/ the individual in the audience, in the 

· lJ,-1ack con:muni ty in this case, who for sn long has tended to ~:<:press his frustrated 

creativity in certain self--destructive ways, when it opens up to him the very 

possibility of participating creatively himself in this larger communal process. 

In other words, and this .has been proven time c:.nd time again, new people who never 

believed that they even possessed the gift of self expression become creative and 

this in turn activit ates other enercies within the individual. I believe the 

preati ve · :p:roc-es~ s t he mos t ener gi zinc . And t hat is why i t i s so intimately 

rel ated to t he process of r evol u t ion within society. 
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Q. Can satire be used for revolutionary purposes? 

A. 

destroy. 

Satire is necessarily negative in inpulse. It sets out to demolish, to 

coup1~a:"~7again I Satire in itself is useless; satire has to be 

must qualify this. The very fact of arousin6 people to a negative concept, a 
politicised 

negative attitude to;1ard an e:dsting situation, can and. should breed in a~ 

society the need to effect positive changes or to think of the possibility of 

creatinB" something in turn. But I think those who use satire in t he theater 

generally reco.;nize the fact that it is not tha entire demanQ wnich is made of 

them; it's not the entire story, but first of all you have to arouse in the 

people a certain, ·,n~.l to put it crudely, a certain nausea towards a particulcr 

situation, to arouse them at all to accept the possibility of a positive alternative 

when it is offered to them. But fi~st you must break their habit of thouzht, 

their habit of acce~t~~ce . Yoa ~ust be able to i ndicate to them first of all 

that the monster- whc-ra they thought could never be lauehed at i s you know 
· that'v But 

really very lau0hable, and ma.ybe )(i~ot so negative after all. 58c,;x::i,1¥¼n:mah 
not ~ which makes it 

~ satire is/ airains for utopia, ~it se~ a Utopia ~~e 
i ntolerant of ~ 

~~&~the _p:=esent. Haybe it does, but i t doesn't have to stater~ 
c within the 

In fact if satire begins to postulate a Utopia ~ c~-y:~~satire it 
end up soundin~ --- \ 

Q. Do you see 2.nythine but nei:;a.tive forces a t work today in Africa? 
deal with 

A. Well, before I J@G'C/that, I am vR!ry vateful for that question bec2.use it 

gives me the opportunity to also say soQ.ethin~ posit ive. I will tell you Hhat to 

expect in retro6ressions in a nonent. · Let me tell you what political retro6Tession 

is not. Take what is happening in Gha."'la · today. You had the phenomenon of a 
myself 

Nkrumah who ~ in :,pi te of criticis!!!s I/ have made of him--of his carelessness 
f or i nstance 

in developinc t he per sonality cultf-he still remains for me t he nUJ:1ber one 
I do not say this 

Africanist. ~~~ because he is dead~ I noticed recently since he 

died many of the people who 
him, · 

eulogise 
we;e· 'tramp-ling him down are now be,S"innin5 to :sap: 

~ But anyway, you have this situ2..tion of Ic:rumah who with all of his faults 
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was a number one Africa.nist and had certain direct and expressed visions. Then 

you had the phenoL1enon of Busia who came into power and proceeded to destroy every 

single Pa.n-africa.."'list concept whose foundations }fkrumah had laid, \·Tho :proposed 
a ba ckward 

and really worked hard at obtaining E:e direction for the OAU , that is dialogue 

with South Africa, who completly negated the principle of a single African brother

hood by expelling over a million West Africans from Ghana in the most brutish, 

most inhuman way which set forth ·-1::c.ves and waves of refugees for the first time 

on that coast, a..'1d who finally got what was coming to him .. ~IJthis was a clear 

case of retrogression. Now a new government has come in which we are still 
which 

watching very closely but/ for me has already begun by trying to reverse ~ usia's 

:process. The new Acre~a.mp .. one government seem5to be imbued ,with certa;J~ 

at the nonent i::i;~ec~ialist-comounalist fervor. They have turned the \·lhole 
t he 

external policy of Ghanaftignt way around and are progressing towards what we 
that 

hope is the ultimate goal of most African leaders, ~l s one of a single African 

commun.i.ty. Now for me that is a progTessive thing. 

retrogressive. ThB~e are many examples which can be 

Busia was ver;r distinctively 
c. i. tecl 
s~d on the continent. 

Banda, of course, we don't even have to talk about, but if you want another 

example of retr ot7ession it's him. 

Q. Several orcanizations and conferences are suggesting the need for a single 

African lan.;ua6e. \-!hat is your opinion? 

A. Yes, I believe it is L~evitable for those who are serious 

about ·an African revolution (and when I use· that term I mean a complete reexam

ination of principles which we have ta.1-{en for granted for a very long time: 

the . principle of dependence on o~tside countries--on the former colonial masters, 

the principle of the division of Africa into entities some of which are French 

oriented, others which are British oriented, others Anerican in a far more 
'n s ite of America's ·\,t~· ~ 

subtle way ~"G~ ~~ claim&y'ft has no ~yn Africa). But 
""\ 

the reexe.mination of this entire concept · must force a serious search for a 

new concrete i dent ity, not a t erm or a s loca,.~ but one whi ch is realized by ever-J 
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of the African massy in very concrete termse One of these terms, 

one of the ways in which this sense of the new identity or thinking can take 

place obviously is_,among other8; the idea of a single language, the pessibility 

of one person frol"l West Africa being able to apeak to a South African in a 

single lansuage, the automatic understand.ir:: g which will take place, the 

proliferation of ideas which will transcend all :problems of linguistic translations ar:::. 
will · 

'by which the African masses themselves / test all the various political 

ideologies which exist there •. At that moment they will be able to decide whether 

, ' 
they believe in Ujam~, in Nyereres socialism, or whether they prefer ~oj:ru:l,U:1 s 

Africa,n authenticit y . · 
so-called ' They will be able to actually see which is the mere 

l 

rhetoric and which is the reality tested against the real evidence, the concrete 

evidence. 

Now the difficulties are not to be underestimated. In speaking for instance 

to some of t he liberation fighters in Africa, you'll f ind that some cf ;them are 

most st~ongly agains t the idea for simple strategic r easons. I t 's a question of 

an overall_sen se of priority; they are right on the front l i ne; they believe that 
by creating at the noment 

they mus t not diffuse their energies, t heir effort s ~~x.mxe::Ee:ati~ 
internal etc . through the 

_ the possibility of/ suspicions ~ of cul t uxal dominat ion, tribal domination }WX#-t#o 
;fear of · 
.i&i/.eii¥iii.',~ osing youx own language~ vkhich nobody sucgests by the way). You 

. o~ ~e _ front-line l ~beration fight:rs are cauti ~ 
know, aJ.l of~(langua.::;es should s t ay. :But~ .. an ui e ri ,:;-htly 

[_ Their . ,be._J ~ 
so.,~~)priorities are dif ferent , and t hi s is as it sh@ld~ f1;he fact i s . 

that all over the continent at the monent people who are int erested in creating 

political di versions ~ withi n _ the small entities which are so-called nati cns , 

~~,::c~w.,."{,,i}~ ~~ t hese nations are 

now calling f or national langua5es. In other. words they ' re about to perpetua te 
c-eogTaphic1;1 .. b9undariE:s 

the pr incipl e of artificai'~ which were set t here by the colonial powers , 
I ;i-i._gu..~.s..+~c_ "b. o(.,L.j,'\ J o..n es 

by crc~ting ·na t; i:•'la ] J i t\Jliri 0 es in es e n~rrow, · small and artificial entities. 
the pro blem,,.J 

Now it is obviously ~ore logica l to diffuse the bomb, to expand · no o create 

a claustrophobic conflic t withi n very narrow boundries . I f you have a l arge 

concept of a continent a l l anQ.mG'e you spike t he guns of t hese so-called 
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all is 
poli~ ans who 

int.ernal 
create/ chaos. 

!mow very well what they are doing because/they really want / to 

Tl:ey know that there are ma.>1y tribes in these various nations who 

will reach for-their guns sooner than accept a language of the other tribe who 

ic ..t:ii.closed v1ith them. 1.-I'nen you thirL1<: of Nigeria for instance after the Civil 

War, think of sooebody trJing to suggest that one of the Nigerian l anguases become 
language. Yet the idea is solely 

constan y mooted, and it is~ for the purpose of 

creating utter chaos . So ,logically, ~ it is far more realistic to think in 

terms of a continental langua5e as a psychological weapon of liberation. That it 
is 

is difficult I do not deny, that it is desirable I think /obvio_µs. Whether we'll 

do it in the next five, ten, twenty years is immaterial as long as we agree that 

this is the goal, and we start working toward it. 

Q.. Do you have any lans u.age in mind? 

A. I will not ma:<e that mista...~e of startin~ the controversy. Let's just 

say that I have .certain ideas, out we I!n.1St~'t begin by awakening suspicioq(. I'll 

only tell you it is not any language from my own country, that's all I'm willing 

to tell you. 
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PENTHOUSE THEATER 

Q. Would you tell us about your experiences with your theater companies? 

A. I'll give you a brief historyo I returned to Niger14(or the first 

in 1 four and a half yea4~ 1960. My last year and a half in England, 

I should have been w~rking for my hig~gre~ I spent out of preference 

in the theater in London. I was just sitting in on rehearsals, being a 

playreader for the Royal Court Theater, and twice doing experimental pro

ductions of my own, both at the Royal Court Theater and at the Annual Student's 

Drama Festival for which I got together a company and we worked up a little 

production. Don't ask me-what play it was I experimented with at the Royal 

Court Theater; I've done my best to bury {t. (laughter) Oh, there was a 

third one which there is simply no script of. It was a kind of semi- political 

improvization around the Hola Camp theme • . : This was in Kenya when some British 

people beat to death certain so-called Mau-Mau prisoners and we did some kind 

of living theater improvization around ito 

Al1y-1vay with this background the first thing I wanted to do when I got 

back to Nigeria was to get my own company together. There were many ways in 

which this could be done. I could move towards trying to establish a full 

professional theater from the very beginning, but there were many factors 

which militated against this: lack of money, and then there was the training 

problem because this was in January, 1960, and I wanted the company to be 

ready say in October 1 60 when we would stage a production for the Independence 

Celebration. I very badly wanted to do this because we could obtain money 

for that if we managed to swing the other. So I rejected what was really 

my main intention,. my real ambition, which was to start a company from scratch: 

young, semi professional people, and go through the process of training and 

so on. We had to make do instead with those who'd had enormous acting 

experience. This meant both on the radio, on the stage , and i t meant I 
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wanted those who could use already the English language because I wrote in 

English, those who could use it and be very articulate and be comfortable 

in it. In other words I was reducing the handicap of the training process. 

And that is how the 1960 Masks was born. 

It consisted mainly of the middle class civil servant types, you know, 

who had senior service jobs, were very comfortable, had their cars and their 

houses, were used to being home with their families over the weekend. But 

I needed them, and somehow I could break their habit of always rushing home 

every weekend to their families because weekends were the only continuous 

period we could rehearse. Now I selected the very best people I could find 

--in Ibadan and Lagos-~separated by a hundred miles. Those of you who 

know anything about Lagos and Nigeria might know what the roads are like and 

would understand what it is to travel backwards and forwards between those 

two cities. And very often we'd do preliminary rehearsa]] in a jolting land-· 

rover while going to meet the other group. We would rehearse in Lagos this 

week; the next weekend would be in Ibadan. 

Now, I had the advantage of being on a kind of fellowship; I am very 

fond of these research fellowships. (laughter) They give you time to move 

around, very little teaching to do, and this was my very first one. I had 

it two years so I had plenty of time, and I commuted between these two places 

rehearsing groups individually wherever i t was convenient and bringing people 

together over the weekend. 
~ fl. ,C C.H .. J I'\_ 

All the member~ ould house 

/no,-n....~VL_') o 

We would start rehearsa~ let us say on Saturday.'\ 

and give hospitality to the rest of the company. 

We'd rehearse all day Saturday, go to the nightclub all night, drink, dance, 

do a bit of rehearsing also in the nightclubs. It was a way I have of 

slipping in the quiet rehearsal. 110h, by the way, you know when we were 

doing this thing this afternoon, what I'd like you to do ~~another beer. 11 

(la,ughter) And then on Sunday we'd begin work at eight and carry on con

tinuously until about seven in the evening, with maybe just a small break 
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with a big meal however prepared by all the families. They were very happy; 

some of them were housewives who had given up all hope of finding any real 

artistic fulfillment since they got married and had children. And it was 

a kind of community theater but with a very strong sense of professionalism. 

Finally when we were ready to produce a play, the result was quite satisfactory. 
WGIS 

But this~ not the theater I wanted, and from the beginning they under-

stood that they were there to encourage a new younger group of fully 

professional actors and actresses. And from the beginning they never took 

any money at all. What little money we had went to three or four people whom 
-r:~~ n..~ he.,) 

we began training right underneath the major production)~ increasing as 

time went on. They understood this really was to become the theatrical 

company, and they were very generous,~ they really loved what they were 

doing. So that by 1962 or 3 we were able to bring out the first fully 

professional theater still attached by an umbilical cord to t he 1960 Masks, 

and what happened was that this young gTOup performed their first play while 

the 1960 Masks organized, did all the advertising, the selling, handled the 

administrative section, and left t he rest entirely to me and this new youn-g 

group. And that was the Ori~ Theater Company. That company also had its 

advantages, and this also was one of the reasons why I was determined to 

bring this comp2.ny out, because they had less at stake. In other words, 

there was a limit to what I could get the 1960 Masks to do., They had their 

jobs; I could not jeopardize this. For instance I wanted to stage some very 

caustic political sketches. With the Orisl;w. Theater they did anything and 

everything, and so i t was the Orisl;tn Theater whom I used for the two sketches 

The New Republican and Before~ Black~, and one or two other pieces we 

did on television and radio. They unders tood that theater obviously neant 

risks. And that is the Orison Theater. 

When I went to prison for political troubles, the theater fell to pieces. 

There was an assistant of mine who was very,very keen to keep this group 
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going at all costs. Formerly I had been able to raise something for them 

one way or the other, begging, borrowing, stealing, or whatever. This 

became a real problem when I wasn't around, and he took a regular slot on 

television and actually began producing a one · act play every fortnight f.or 

television. Now this was absolutely insane. They just were not equipped for 

that sort of speed. Also, as a result of the war and the upheaval the group 

had become broken up, in fact even before I went to prison. There was the 

massacre and the political things . Many people, Igbomembers, had fled back 

to the East, others had left, and everything was really in pieces. It was 

just a matter of keeping a small core of the group going. When I was away 

he tried to resuscitate the entire thing with this absolutely, you know, 

incredible program that's really a strain, trying to produce with this company 

a regular play every fortnight. So naturally, standards fell to pieces . 

When I came out, and I sa.w their first performance on television, the first 

thing that I did was to call up, break that contract with television, and 

disband the group. Then since I was now going intc the Theater Department 

fully and I had some facilities there, I took the core out of the groups 

again and joined them with the new student company which I was forming and 

so built a new semi professional troup attached to the University, the 

Theater Arts Company;~ it was that group which I brought to the States in 

1970 to the Eugene 0 1NeiJlTheater Center to do Madmen and Specialists. That 's 

about the story of my theatrical company activities in Nigeria. 

Q. Did you produce anything besides Nigerian plays? 

A. Yes, we did a West Indian play, a play by a Sierra Leonian, one by 

a South African~ We did some adaptations. I tried as much as possible to 
"\h ... :t 

not do my own plays; } we did do a few. 

Q. Were they all in English? 

A. I did them all mostly in English, English except the songs; I have 

a facility for writing songs in Yoruba . 
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Q. Is it lack of common language that led you to use English? 

A. We have about four main languages and about thirty something other 
n mostly used. Enzlish is 

languages in Nigeria, so English, some kind of English, i~~fudx,.-·txx 
the common lancuae-e--not always 

~~gbdPclZcitll the Queen's English but what you call broken 

English or pidgin English. The result is that literally every man in the 

street can understand some form of English. 

Q. What differertt methods have you used to train actors? 

A. I had~~ many different methods. My own interest in actor 

training is, if I boil it down to the essence, is what I cal l the princi pl e 

of empathy, in other words just trying to make one human being lose his ego 

and relate completely: physically, rhythmically, even mimet ically, but, 
, the character. 

most important of all, intellectually, with the other human being/. ~v.llOtO 

Achi .eving this. is what conisti tutes the routinE? 

methods. But I also believe in exploiting external acencies. For instance 
t~.::.h:ig wbj "J;;i, ?,f)fHE£lo bu me, you lmo·.1, in ,,hieh I fbrd bhe ~l:c,aom;e a~ a. 

we have in Hiceria several 
t-eaeht,1, :A re we haye also in Mige.cia St,.\i#:fl companies, what you call a folk 

troupes: cutrent 
theater company. I've spoken about these~ multi media/,~~ news, dance, 

rhythm, music, improvization, everything is integrated to produce a very --lively and rather straightforward, gutsy form of theater. ~ /here is one 

man, Du:ro Ladipo, and he has a very remarkable training methodt aml when he 

j~-ts 
~~ his new actors he tobuld sit them dovm and go "Habhaa, 11 and they were 

to immitate that. And then 11Bboohohoo," and he goes on like that all day if 

necessary. (laughter) He throws himself on the floor and shakes, and they 

must do the same. Now from time to time I send my actors to experience a 

bit of Ladipo for a weekend or so. You lmow its very good for their_ 

sou1s. (laughter) 

And then s,mgtimcs ·..,-e mi@It have :for ins t§4Ce the Goethe Institute, the 

French Cultural Center, and the British Council. From time to time they 

have actors coming through or some dancers, sometimes it's a ballerina, 
m ~me ~s pe.c..i..c,..__( ~ -st-

/ maybe a Shakespea~an actor. And whenever they come through I make sure 
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that I expose my actors to the experience of these various forms. It never 

does them any harm. To force a twenty year old with set bones to do a 

pirouette is very good for him. I mean he'll never use it on stage, but 

the training, suddenly tr,Jing to balance on his toes and making all of those 

ridiculous gestures, I think it does two things: number one, it makes him 

use unexpected muscle8, and secondly, it makes him lose whatever inhibitions 

he still has which I am not aware of. ~ -rr:e whole purpose for me is a 

continuous process of training which is to make the body and the mind as 

malleable 9 as flexible, and as ready to accept any experience as possible. 

So t he training process never stops. And then a very good training process 

also is to go out with them all night and keep them active until early in : 

the morning. It brings all of us together. 

All of the methods to me are involved in making an actor. Also it 

ends up leaving the personality exactly what he is without exaggerati!1g one 

single aspect of a new awareness of his body. In other words his body is 

so ready to accoimnodate and to jettison that he r emains his ovm unique 

personality; he doesn't get actors' hang up, actors' self consciousness. 

They also do everything--the painting, the sets, the billboards--we design 

them together; we have to use a needle and tr.read; they know we must 

use it. And they learn to cope with suddenly blacking out on stage. I put 

them through all sorts of things, '~That ~ould you do if this happened: this 

man is not giving your line?" It's realJ.y an ongoing course of the theatrical 

experience . 

Q,. What physical facilities are available for your plays? 

A. We don't have real theater structure; we have halls which we 

designate theaters. In fact the sort of halls which we had mostly were 

built by the British Council, in other words, the first cultural civilizers 

who came to our coast. And they built these l ittle Masonic Halls where 

there's a platform and everything opens squarely onto the audience. And 
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because their libraries were about the only place you could find play'licripts, 

the only kind of play knovm to the theater-mad person in Nigeria and in West 

Africa was a bit of Bernard Shaw and a bit of Priesley. 

Most of my actors in fact at the beginning came from the amateur acting 

companies who used thJ~ls; they never forgave me for picking off their 

best actors. One, who's the finest actor I've ever had, came in fact from ---the Ibadan Opera tic Society. They'd get ~he expa tri.4..-' together to play 

Gilbert and Sullivan. I just went to look at them one day and saw. this 

incredible actor, and I said,_ "Why are you wasting yourself in this project?11 

It took a slow process to convince him that there was more to life outside 

the Ibadan Operatic Society. So there has always been this tradition of 

the amateur provi ncialcompany playing on the proscenium stage, unable to even 

imagine any other form of theater beyond that which goes across a square 

framework. 

Then, however, there is a far more interesting form of theater, the one 
.. 

I've described: the folk opera or theater which is developed out of the 

normal, secular masquerade, the traditional, secular masquerade of our society, 

and moved into contemporary themes--both social realism or satire and political 

satire--and then moved also into the epical theater, the reenactment of 

legends and so on. That was very exciting theater and very itenerant. They 

moved from place to place in rickety old lorries with all their things in 

them. kuJ Ll ,et, I kmr§I r o 1 i1:a1l :ybu ln±gh t call#!.~ theater which has attempted 

to combine this form of theater, the folk opera, with a lot more dialogue, CL. 

:hr --in ElnglJ.sJ,, Hltlch. is my kiml uf ~h~te-1!~ · n other words one which appeals 
e-te-, c.... .'l.~ L5 LVl c /IL U. s k__ '!. 

equally to let us say an intellectual preoccupation in the theater as well 
-t"J.e. 

as~ visual excitement on t1m stage. 

Q,. 
u_se wk:.tc:.. p e.op k 

Did you ever ~,d 'il.!!'& U-10 l.W 1 I; t,o»waxxies? 

A. We usually brought in from time to time, whenever we needed it, 

white people who were interested. 
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Q.. Were they .ever w-ri tten into the plays? 

A. No, we didn't have specific parts as such except during the 

satirical reviews when, you lmow, we needed a white felloil or two. ( laughter) 

We had lots of volunteers, and we use to have some white people who were very 

interested in the stage who we depended upon backstage and who even callle 

forward occasionally; this was certainly true from the university community. 

There was once an Indian doctor who was~ a passionate theater buff, and 

he was willing to do anything. He became more or less the medical officer 

for the company. 

Q. What is your attitude towards negritude now? 

A. Well I can tell you straight'away I'm not a negri tudimist; in fact 

I am counted among the anti negritudini3ts. Our attitude has simply been 

that negritude is a historical phenomenon. It had to happen in the period 
· J....o_j_ --1::o ess evt.T~c-_{ ~ 

that it appen~. · It was ·n,::i: SO.'.fY=W{ the people who formulated this 

philosophy of 4 renewed consciousness in their black identity, but as with 

most movements which begin on the cafe sidewalks 1 it is largely artificial, 

rhetorical. It is also exaggerated because the people who needed this 

re~lamation were the aliens; they had no relationship to the bulk of their 
\_s 

country people. In other words the African people have never lost their 

negritude, never. Now the situation in Africa is very diff erent from what 
t,1-e..,e_ 

it was in the States. /Negritude, or the black personality, black consciousness 

was not merely a historical phenomenon; it had to be a sudden sharp revo

lutionary aGtivity. It wasn't mere rhetoric, mere conceptualization of 

what already existed; it was a real process of rediscovery. But for the 

francophone intellectuals in Africa; it was an exaggeration. It is not 

surprising that it was taken up by intellectuals like Jean Paul Sartre 

because for them it was yet another branch of European philosophy. 

Ta t:::J·, you iii i@r b say, tm;i;:t ~gri tude gave birth to magazines like 

I.twas;-

Black 

Orpheus , t he title of which takes its reference point from European mythology; 
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and~ Orpheus was born during that/4eriod of negritude. It's a title 

which I find very embarrassing even though it was a very good magazine and 

brought out a hell of a lot of literature not merely of Africa but of black 

America, the Carribean, and Latin America. But the whole mentality at that 
re...f~re..,'\..c.~.,.. 

tirn: ) was relating the African personality to ~ European points of -eo::nc1o11.n:.;;. 

1;B.3/~gritude has not really affected my life. 

Q. If you are embarrassed by the title Black Orpheus, why are you 

doing a play of Eurpides? 

A. Oh, that's two different things. I acknowl edge the myths. For 
- · far CowtfYl.u..11\...(f'\ ) 

instance I have subtitled the play 'ThsL Bachaee Qf. Euripides:_.!;J•R_..Ch:-'mt1.ele,s Ri tet. 

I simply come to it as a writer. This is a play which first of all has always 

fascinated me. I consider it one of the first of the classics. It is also 

a very uneven and~, in many wa;,s, rather a crude play. I come to it as 

a craftsma.no 

Do not misunderstand me; I do not say that there is no meeting point, 

no correlation, possible between European culture and African, no. I merely 

say that the reference point must not be . taken, necessarily;~~ /Jreo~c'-'f'4t~l/f> 

institutions supposedly African, the reference points should not be from 

European culture. 

Q. 

A. It depends what happens if anything and what I really enjoy working 

with, but if I can suddenly gather round me a team ••• In directing I prefer 

to work constantly with a company. It doesn't mean necessarily the same 

company all the time. I don't like to just come upon a group of people and 

do one production. I like to work together with them and let a production 

grow out of this relationship. 

Q. Have you had any difficulties in bringing together people of different 

nationalities in the same theater group? 

A. There has been no pr oblem at a l l. I wouldn't do it consciously 
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but if I'm trying to build a new company and the ones who immediately strike 

me as having real talent and dedication in themselves happen to come one from 

India, Brazil, etc., then I'd bring them into the group, und there would 

have to be a process which would evolve naturally during exercises and 

rehearsals. But to set out consciously to find a kind of amalgamated style 

for a group like that, a hybrid group like that would be a mistake; I 

wouldn't attempt it, but I have no doubt something would evolve. Peter Brook 

is working on this principle for, what shall I call them, an International 

Theater, a~International The?ter of· Expression, or a Universal The~ter of 

Expression. In his company .they have a black from Senegal,~ a Japanese, 

Americans, French, the whole lot, and his rationality is that theater really 

began not with words, and , therefore , it should be possible to go back t:o-
? group of humani ty to go back t o 

fflie roots of theater. as created one fabulous thing after another. 

He has a poet working for him, Ted Hi.ghes, who invented a new langnage 9 z..nd 
~ W Orchast 

it was in this language that JOg~ was written or produced by all of them in 
Persepolis. 
Rn~~o And they played this among the ruins. I wish I'd seen it. But 

thin to me is a very self conscious way of creating new difficulties for 

oneself, and it simply doesn't appeal to me . 

Q. Do you like directing your Oi-m plays? 

A. I like to. 

Q,. Can you edit them as the need arises? 

A. Oh yes, I'm good at slashing my own plays. (laughter) 

Q,. Have you assisted when others have directed your work? 

A. Yes, that has not been a very happy eA-perience in fact~ When I am 

directing someone else 1 s play _I can 1 t stand them around, so with that it's 

not surprising I can't stand to be arou.~d anybody directing my play, and I 

tend to keen out. · The closest I 1ve worked with any director was on The Road 
~ ~ - -

when it was done in Engl and in 1965 and even :lli:r!; I came in as little as 

possible- - only when the director required some help.., t~en I 'd go in and assi s t 
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him on that specific point. If he wanted to discuss things with me, then 

he would come outside rehearsalf But I think playwrights are a bloody 

nuisance when you're directing. 

Q. What has been your experience with television? 

A. I've written plays specifically for television in Nigeria. I've 

never directed a television play, although each production that my group 

has performed in the .studio I have had to literally set , set all of the shots, 

then give it to the technicians to work out what it means in terms of camera. 

This is for the simple reason that if you don't, all they understand is 

"close-up, -t.!mls two shots, wide angle ••• 11
, and they just vary it 1 123, · 

321, 421, and after a few--experiences like that I insisted on setting things. 

Q. Is there a National Theater in Nigeria? 

A. No, there isn't one; the argument goes back and forth as to whether 

there should be. 

Q. What are your feelings about it? 

A. I'm not that interested i n National Theater. I'm against the 

principle of it. What I think should happen is that there should be a 

National Repertory of works. In other words, suppose some company somewhere, 

no matter w~, does a really first class production, someone like Thrro 
Ob0- 0-dO 

Ladipo I s _ which is the first sort of piece I would like to see in 
Something l ike a library collection. 

the National Repertory. ~~::J~lood!W.10§00c~<Mkk.~-ai.::xk.~~. 

I'd like to see the state, having recognized the value of this production 

ensure that it is kept in repertory. The machinery for this can be worked 
that company 

out in detail; it can be in the form of a little subsidy to/~~~~ 

to be used for maintaining that production in some form so that we could 
as needed within 

have it ready/ :;rn maybe a :month; it's not very difficult to work out. But 

it is in these terms that I envisage a National Theater of plays. But I 
on the 

would not serve Wother::S; it would just become another bureaucratic arm 

of t he government, and then it would be a·political ally of the government. 
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Q. ( 

A. I had a chance to study the National Theater situation in other 

countries, including England, for whom I'm doing this adaptation. I can 

understand say the National Shakespeare Theater which has both sentimental 
values for the British but which also celebrates true cenius. 

:aEY~~e!:l)IQ6'"..x Shakespeare is dead so there can be no 
worth. 

political infighting over his via-dne. That kind of institution I understand; 

so there should be a Brechtian Theater or a theater devoted to Moliere in 

France~ ~ut national theater r ~duces, from what I have seen, people of genius 
tools. 

and people of talent to squabbling children and tG: political~~. That 

seems to be a disease that transcends any ·cultural~. bonds. 

Q. 7 

A. I haven't got any choice. It was during the hot political arena 

in 1963 1 4, and 5, the civilian period where elections were being rigged, 

and people were disappearing, and all opponents of the government could be 

taxed out of existence, their cocoa farms just taken away like that, when 

armies of thu~s literally reigned as roving pirates. One of the things which 
--you see , not 

we had to do which I made sure that my actors knew about was 'l:m~Xlm:tx 

only had several theater groups been banned and performances banned, but 

some of them broken up physically-- you never knew whether they were police 
thugs. 

or just ~/ Every member of my company knew how to use a fire extinguisher, 

and not to put out fires. That was one of the many tactics which had to be 

learned by the Orison Theater. We had a very strong security check on the 

approach of any destructive elements. Curiously enough throughout, not once 

was a performance ever successfully interrupted. A few of the senior 

members had to keep a low profile .during this, you know the parent group, and 

we made sure that Orison Theater became very, very Qistinct from the 1960 

Masks. There were, you know, situationso 

Recently when I directei again Kongi 1.§. Harvest §ll9Jr:H=-YxfilE~IDCi.t..x9..™'..cx 

oorl: with the University Theater Company, and this is ironic because I 
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directed it at the request of the University, for the University/ ceremonies, 

for which everybody came, all of the military go~ernors and the Governor of 

~~~~~~"'C the commissioners, all the embassies, you know 

it was one of these almost semi- state occasions~ I had reinterpreted 
with a 

Kongi'~ Harvest ~~fie mil itary image on top at a very direct reference 

point, and the program itself made the message very,very plain. But there 

was very little that _could be done . The play went forward, and in fact 

these people were struggling for seats for they hadn't seen the play yet. 

After that there was flak, but it was too late. 

Q. 7 
I 

No the stylized movement wouldn't transcend one tribal culture 

to another. 
~ 

I 

Q. no you use it much in the theater? 

A., I use some~ but then what one does ultimat°5.y is using the technique,. 

the particular visual gesture to~ accentuate something which is already 

plaine To use it in its pure form would be mea."1ingless. 

Q. "7 

A. It can, and then it caD have the opposite effect. It is very 

difficult to generalize on these things . After awhile it has a we_y of 
that 

escalating and the greater the escalation the greater the force/is needed 

to counteract it when it reaches a point where the government can't take it 
I 

any longer,~ do not really lmow whether ultimately it helps to pull the 

actors together or breaks them apart even sooner. For instance the. period 

1 63, 166 was very tense, very serious, much, much different from the present 

one which is equally tense, seems quieter but it's even more dangerous, far 

more lethal in fact . 

Q. ? 

A. There are special schools for the theater, and then there is the 

children 's traditional theater. Wructx~u~~~X?t~~ 
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cffi.fI-cfrmXHr~ofXa±P:aex~H,i'~~~X~Y.!fil'o'u~;§m::~:x;trG~ 
theater 

~l§a~P.WlrtJdnxfi~::w:e:~a.ux~cm~;r:ea:DDE:::o':bheaxbeitu~ I believe / t:mri&:e 
should be part of school. 

~Xl§a::<:tlte~r.x..1-fi~. There could be theater, for instance, if you 

were in a situation where not all children go to school, and you want to 

expose that community to some form of theater, then you can go into that 

community and establish a theater program there . I don't believe very much 
we were 

in what x~/ doing, vhich was bringing the children into the drama department 
a 

and/ running weekend theater. We did it :w~ and I continued it simply 

because they seemed to be having some fun, but I really didn't believe in 
, 

it . Community theater, yes, but generally children make their own plays 

and in our society especia1:ly are used to make their own plays; they even 

carved their o~m masks and imitated the elderly{things· which they see 
the locality 

go around, and tour/ all on their own initiative, and I would rather this 

sort of instinctive playmaking among children ~ subtJ.fy encouraged rather 

than being institutionalized. 

Q. You must not have children who are television addicts. 

A. Well, it's creeping in but it's not yet very serious. The situa t ion 
chased 

isn't so bad that it you~ them away from the screen -ttl:mt they'd shout ,-

back at you; no, we haven't got t o that stage yet. (laughter) 


